Highly Controllable Surface Plasmon Resonance Property by Heights of Ordered Nanoparticle Arrays Fabricated via a Nonlithographic Route.
Perfectly ordered nanoparticle arrays are fabricated on large-area substrates (>cm(2)) via a cost-effective nonlithographic route. Different surface plasmon resonance (SPR) modes focus consequently on their own positions due to the identical shape and uniform size and distance of these plasmonic metallic nanoparticles (Ag and Au). On the basis of this and FDTD (finite-difference time-domain) simulation, this work reveals the variation of all SPR parameters (position, intensity, width, and mode) with nanoparticle heights, which demonstrates that the effect of heights are different in various stages. On increasing the heights, the major dipole SPR mode precisely blue-shifts from the near-infrared to the visible region with intensity strengthening, a peak narrowing effect, and multipole modes excitation in the UV-vis range. The intensity of multipole modes can be manipulated to be equal to or even greater than the major dipole SPR mode. After coating conformal TiO2 shells on these nanoparticle arrays by atomic layer deposition, the strengthening of the SPR modes with increasing the heights results in the multiplying of the photocurrent (from ∼2.5 to a maximum 90 μA cm(-2)) in this plasmonic-metal-semiconductor-incorporated system. This simple but effective adjustment for all SPR parameters provides guidance for the future design of plasmonic metallic nanostructures, which is significant for SPR applications.